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Hello everyone,

First of all, I would like to thank everyone for reading this.
The students have worked tirelessly writing, revising and
editing these news articles. The whole newspaper is student led.
They come up with the ideas, they write them, they collaborate,
revise and then edit everything themselves. Once they are done,
I reread and do a final edit. I am so proud of each one of these
students.

Thank you again for reading the first issue of the 2021/2022
Beaubien Newspaper!

Enjoy!

Mr. Sarcona
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Our Team

I am Beatrice and I like writing, acting, reading, and playing
Clue.

Hi, my name is Mauro. I am a 5th grader in room 205.
I love to write, read and do outdoor things.
I designed the format and the front page of the newspaper. I
hope you like it!

Hi! I’m Liora A. I am in the newspaper club and I am in 5th
grade with Mr. Sarcona! I really like Beaubien Elementary
School! Have a great year! :)

My name is Amalia and I am a sixth grader. I joined the
newspaper club because I had a newspaper that I wrote at home
and wanted to continue writing them. I love to read books, so I
wrote the book review for this edition.

My name is Jennah and I am in fifth grade. I joined the
newspaper club because I love to write and type. Newspaper club
gives me an opportunity to do both of those things.

My name is Demetri, and I really enjoy the newspaper club.

My name is Maya and I go to Beaubien. I really like to write and
when I saw newspaper club I thought “I have to join!”

Hello I’m Flannery and I decided to join the newspaper club
because I love writing and I wanted to make some new friends.

Hello, I'm Valerie. I am in the Beaubien newspaper club! I love
writing/typing and drawing digital drawings!
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Hi, I'm Lila and my favorite color is green. I am looking
forward to writing in the newspaper :)

My name is Ollie im in 7th grade I like musical theater and
running.

I am Neal. I like food, books, and lots of other things.

I am seventh grader named Quincy, I like writing, drawing, and
sleeping. I hope you enjoy our newspaper!

Hello, my name is Jack. I like writing the newspaper. I like
video games, school, cats, dogs, and tasty food.

Hey! My name is Emmett and I am a 5th grader in Beaubien
Elementary school. I joined the newspaper club because I really
like writing and I wanted to get a chance to write even more
with the newspaper club. I want to have a great time in the
newspaper club and learn a lot.

Hello, my name is Emjay and I love to write. I joined the
newspaper club because I wanted people to read our new
newspaper! I am in 5th grade and I love to interview people. My
dad is a director, and a video photographer so I get inspired by
him to interview. I hope all Beaubien Bulldogs love our
newspaper!

Hi, my name is Imani. I joined the newspaper club because I love
to write stories, so I thought newspaper club would be a great
club to join. I am a 5th grader in Beaubien Elementary. Many
different Elementary’s have different kinds of things in there
school but this school has a newspaper, so on that note enjoy
the newspaper!

Hello, my name is Grant, I am a sixth grader in room 208 (Mr
Grahams. I personally wanted to join the newspaper club because
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I love writing, and Mr Sarcona is teaching it. Also my favorite
subject is writing class, anyways that is all I have to say.

Plus, Jenina (6th grade), Nina (5th grade) and Owen (5th grade).

What’s Happenin’?

New Fence
Written by Ollie

Recently, Beaubien has decided to replace the
fence in the back of the school. The old fence was
made of wood, constantly getting kicked down, and the
boards constantly getting replaced. The fence is
getting replaced as a vinyl,chain link woven fence.
This means it will last longer. After Quincy
interviewed the workers, we learned that it is a four
person, two day job.

New Computers

Written by Neal and Beatrice
I am typing this article on a small little Chromebook, is

what I would have said around two weeks ago. But now with the
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Newspaper Club relocating to the computer lab I can type on an
epic Lenovo computer. The screens are bigger, the keyboards are
of a sizeable size, and were supplied by ThinkCentre Desktops.

“Whether you run a small business or the IT department of a
massive enterprise, you can have confidence in these desktop
PCs' reliability, ease of use, and productivity—not to mention
their green appeal. Choose from multiple form factors, then let
these business systems do the rest.” ThinkCentre says. Whether
you think these changes are good or not, is entirely up to you.
In my humble opinion I just think these keyboards are just too
cumbersome. However the extremely large screens are great.

To get more information on the topic of our schools new
computers, I interviewed Mrs. Hussain, our computer teacher.

How long did it take you to get the computers?
“So, it looks like they ordered it over the summer and we did
not get them until October.”
What about the new computers is different about the other
computers?
“There is not much difference in terms of company wise but the
biggest difference that you will notice is that the screens are
much larger. They are also wireless so I can place them anywhere
in the room and not worry about connectivity. They also have a
camera and the other computers did not, so that does help if
students want to take pictures or videos during our lessons.”
Do these computers help with our technology lessons?
“So they help in the sense that they are a little bigger, they
go faster, and they have a camera. For an example one the
projects that the students had to work on was making a story on
Storyjumper. The students wanted to put themselves inside their
story so they did not have pictures of themselves on the
computer so they were able to utilize the camera and put
pictures of themselves inside their story.”
About our technology lessons, do you have any comments about our
Makey Makey project that we are working on?
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“Yes, I love the Makey Makey because the big idea that I wanted
everyone to understand is that you can use whatever materials
around you to invent something. If you understand how a circuit
works you can take anything that is conductive and make it work
for you. What I like to do is not only to use the technology but
to use it to learn and be inspired to create something new. Next
in our lessons we will be doing coding which is why I am
teaching the classes coding with Scratch now. During the scratch
curriculum the students will be getting it into complex ideas
about coding and transfer that knowledge into our other
activities. I really want you guys to get into coding because
for me it’s like it is another language, just like Spanish or
German. You may not think you need it now, but whatever field
you go into there is always some kind of use of technology and I
want the girls especially to be more motivated and excited about
coding.”

That was the end of the interview. In closing, thank you Mrs.
Hussain for getting these new computers to help with our
technology classes and we are all very grateful.
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End of the 1st Quarter Report Cards
Written by Quincy

So parents are you aware that the end of the quarter is
coming up? Well it is so get those signature fingers ready. The
end of the quarter will be on November 4th 2021, and of course
this will as usual result in the annual end of quarter day off.
On top of that nine days later there will be the parent teacher
conference for you to enquire about your child's progression and
grades. Make sure to get a scheduled conference with your
child's homeroom teacher!

Red Ribbon Week

Written by Owen,Flannery,Demetrios

Two weeks ago was Red Ribbon Week and there were

suggestions made from the student council. Beaubien Red Ribbon
Week lets all of us have a special day for a certain
celebration. We celebrate the decision of not doing drugs. We
have fun days where we dress up or bring something of our own.

We dressed up in our pajamas on Monday. We would bring
stuffys and wear our cozy pj’s all day. Not only that but on
Tuesday we dressed up in costumes associated with a certain
decade. People wore clothing from all throughout the past. On
Wednesday, it was crazy hat and/or hair day! Many people
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participated on this day. People wore wigs, mohawks, dyed their
hair, or wore crazy hats to go with it.

Unfortunately, the Walk - A - Thon was
postponed. However, people still wore
their Beaubien gear to show their support.
On Friday, everyone wore their Halloween
costumes. Also, the Beaubien Halloween
Parade took place!  All grades from
preschool - 3rd participated in the
parade. We got to see some spooky and
glamorous costumes. And of course the
people who don't celebrate Halloween were
not required to participate.

Teacher Spotlight

Written by: Jennah, Maya, Lila and Valerie
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Mr. Brinkmann is a new teacher but not new to Beaubien! Mr.
Brinkmann had sons that went here and now he is a teacher
here! This is his first year teaching ever and is teaching
options math for 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th grade in 202. His

first reaction when we asked for an interview was “what bet
did I lose?” Let's get to know him a little bit more!

1: How many years have you been teaching?

Um lets say one-ish as this is my first full year teaching.

2: Why do you have a brick in your room?
*Laughs* Because a long time ago when I was still a student
teacher a student thought it would be funny if a student
wrote Mr.Brickmann on a brick and so that is what he did.

3: Why did you decide to teach math?

To teach math because I like math, I looove math !

4: What do Your tattoos mean?
*laughs* This is a smile a friend drew on my arm and thought
“oh I should get it tattooed on me.” Another one is where my
wife and I got matching tattoos on our honeymoon that I drew.
Mine was supposed to look like a sun and hers was supposed to
look like a flower but that didn’t work out well. The set of
tattoos on my forearm are of my past careers. I used to be a
cook, a programmer, a carpenter and now a teacher and the one
on my back & neck is just a design.
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5: What's the funniest thing you have said? I thought I
would never go on and on about homework and notes
because I was horrible at that when I was a
student.

6:  How did you end up at Beaubien?
So my kids went here and I like this school so after I was
done with a student-teaching, a friend who used to work here
and was a principal at a different school said you can teach
math here and then didn’t have room but this space was open
(gestures to the room) and now I am here.

7: Why do you have a hot dog lego on your chain?
I like hot dogs and Legos. I have been playing with Legos
before you were born, maybe even your parents and the hotdog
guy is from my former business partner and took his kids out
to Legoland and brought it back for me.

8: What did you want to be when you were a kid?
I honestly didn't really think about it, though in 6th grade,
I played fantasy games and read fantasy novels.
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Guts Book Review
Written by: Liora A.

Guts is the story of a girl
named Raina who struggles with
anxiety and stress. She began a
whole new school year and
entered the stage of puberty.
This is when she starts having
major stomach aches and a lot
of anxiety. I personally think
that this book is really good
for some people to relate to! I
think that people should read
this book because it’s a good
influence towards people my
age, and just a really good
book in general! I rate this
book at 9/10. I think that this
book is really good. I have
read this book like 10 times!
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Real Friends Review

Written by:Jenina M.
Real Friends is an outstanding graphic
novel of a girl named Shannon who thought
she was going to hate school, but when she
entered kindergarten she became best
friends with Adrienne. She loved school so
much just because of Adrienne. Until….
Adrienne became friends with Jen, too.
Shannon wants Adrienne back really bad,
she would do anything for that. But then
Jen’s group starts bullying Shannon.
Shannon tries to change but that just
makes things worse. Now Shannon doesn’t
know if Adrienne even wants to be friends

with her anymore. This book is a very  strong story because this
is a very relatable book to people my age. I think it plays an
important role in the real world. I would recommend it to
anyone. I definitely would rate this book a 10/10. It is an
amazing book.
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A Series of Unfortunate
Events: Bad Beginning

Written by: Jennah

This is a book written by Lemony Snicket.
Lemony Snicket is his role in the book,
but his real name is Daniel Handler. The
Series of Unfortunate Events is probably
the most popular book series he has ever
written. It’s about three siblings, the
Baudelaires, who are orphans and find
themselves in dreadful adventures. From
guardian to guardian they can’t find
someone who really cares for them or
somewhere really safe. All of the
conflicts started because of the villain
in the story, Count Olaf and his crew. I
talked to a couple people and asked to

describe the book in one word and some words they said were
intriguing, phenomenal, unexpecting, eventful, weird,
mysterious, interesting, adventurous, frightening and exciting .
This series is amazing and I highly recommend it. One reason why
I love it is because they always introduce new characters and
problems in each book!
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Ground Zero
By: Amalia

Another book that is very popular is called
Ground Zero, by Alan Gratz. Alan Gratz has
written other books like Refugee, Alies,
Grenade, Resist, and many more. Ground Zero
is a book written in two directions, one from
a girl in Afghanistan during the war, and one
from a boy in the Twin Towers in New York
City. The boy in the twin towers gets stuck
in an elevator shaft when the plane crashes,
and the girl has to escape her captured
village before being found out by the Afghan
army. Every other chapter is a different
character, so you have to read a chapter

before finding out what happens to the other character. I would
describe this book using the word electrifying! I would
recommend this book to 6-8 graders looking for a realistic
fiction novel to read. Alan Gratz's other books are also
realistic fiction books for the same grade levels. Our library
does not have this book, but it has the book Allies by the same
author.
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Video Game Review
Written by: Nina
Video games make an impact on people’s lives

everyday. It can make money for a streamer or
YouTuber, or harm someone. But today, I’ll
review a game from a Chinese company called
MiHoYo. MiHoYo makes games that are very high
quality, but take up a lot of storage. And the
game I’ll be reviewing today is called Genshin
Impact!

Genshin Impact is an open-world anime game
that has millions of people who download it on PC, mobile, and
PS4!  It has a total of 41 playable characters to collect,
build, and play as. While it is very fun, it takes up about
5.84GB of storage, and it always has event banners with
collectable limited characters.

I would rate this game a 9/10. The design is amazing, and
the story is good. With the 3 current regions, it gets pretty
laggy at times, but it's still good. For the PC, I’d like to say
it's good but laggy. If you have a strong PC, it's going to be
less laggy. Although, it does have other flaws. They sometimes
have an update that's annoying, an annoying place or area, or
the resin system.

With the current 3 regions, they all have an upside and
downside. For example, the first region you visit, Mondstadt
will go easy on you. Since your world rank, and AR (Adventure
rank). With the second region, Liyue, it’ll go slightly harder
on you. With the 3rd and current region you go to, Inazuma, it
will go harder on you. Each one has many new enemies, like
Samurai, Spectors, new hypostasis, and more!

It has a total of 40 playable characters, and a new
character joining soon, Thoma! And it has 18 bosses, with 5
weekly bosses to get weekly rewards for your characters. Along
with that, its new island, Tsurumi island, has new enemies, new
collectable things for your characters, and a lot more!
Although, you could get lost in the fog and you need to unlock a
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quest to remove the fog. And, it has multiple parts to it!
Final thoughts are that it's a good game. The thing is, once you
get AR 35+, it gets kind of boring. But overall, it's a very big
and good game.

Luca Movie Review

By: Jack

Today I will be reviewing the Pixar film Luca. I have
recently watched it, and I think it is a great movie. Luca is a
sea monster that spends his best summer ever disguised as a
human on the surface with his new friends Alberto and Julia. He
does many fun things like going on bike rides, having tasty
Gelato, and training for a race while avoiding the mean Ercole.

I like that it takes place in Italy, where many of my
ancestors are from. I like that everyone thinks Luca is a human,
and that he is secretly a sea monster. I also love the other
characters, such as Alberto, Julia, Massimo, and even the mean
ones like Ercole. I also like that one of my favorite comedians,
Jim Gaffigan, plays Luca’s father. It is a heartwarming and
comedic story that will really get you wanting to go to a place
like Italy.
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